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RESUMO

Neste trabalho é apresentado um tratamento numérico para problemas de valor de contorno de

Dirichlet envolvendo a equagao de Helmholtz Au-A2u20. A principal caracteristica do método

apresentado é a avaliagao da precisao dada em uma forma analitica e o fato desta ser mais restritiva

que a obtida com o método usual de diferengas finitas. Além disto, o método de diferengas finitas pode

ser visto como uma aproximagao truncando—se a série presente no método proposto. O método

numérico é desenvolvido a partir da solugao analitica para ovproblema de Dirichlet em uma bola e a

avaliacao do erro, para uma rede quadrada, é da ordem O(h2). Alguns exemplos numéricos sao

apresentados com a finalidade de verificar a avaliagao teérica do erro de precisao e também comparar

as solugoes obtidas com 0 método proposto e as obtidas por diferengas finitas.



A NUMERICAL SCHEME BASED ON MEAN VALUE SOLUTIONS
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Summary. A numerical treatment for the boundary value problem involving the Helmholtz equation
Au—A2u=0 is presented. The main characteristic of the present method is that the accuracy
evaluation is provided in an analytical form and it is more restrictive than that obtained with the usual
finite difference method. Besides, this classical method can be seen as a truncated series approximation
to the proposed method. The numerical method is developed from analytical solutions to the Dirichlet
problem in a ball and the error evaluation, for square grids, is of order 0012). Some numerical
examples are discussed.

Subject Classification (1991): AMS: 35A40, 65N06,

1. Introduction

The finite difference method is the standard numerical method for boundary value problems. It

is obtained by the discretization of the the differential operator, and the truncation of terms of the

correspondent Taylor series provides the bound for the precision error. In this paper we consider

numerical solutions 011 square mesh grids for the Helmholtz equation Au — A211 = 0, that are not based

on the usual Euler discretization, obtained by a method that we should call henceforth the Mean Value

Scheme (MVS). This method is based on an approximation for an integral on the circle associated with

the solution of the Helmholtz equation in the interior of this particular domain, using an analytical

result that can be seen as an extension of the mean value theorem for harmonic functions, for the

.
Helmholtz equation, which explain the given name. The circle to be considered contains the four

neighboring points to a point in the mesh grid, and a partial covering for the domain defined by the

grid points and circles centered at each interior point is introduced.

The proposed method can be seen as an alternative to the traditional finite difference method

when the differential equation is discretized using Central Differences Scheme (CDS). When they are

compared, an improvement in the precision is obtained, and the usual CDS for the Helmholtz equation

is seen as an approximation of the proposed method. This conclusion is straightforward, since the

modified Bessel function of zero order, which arises in the proposed method, possesses the first two

terms in its series representation identical to the terms appearing in the standard finite difference

method.



The precision error obtained is of order 0012), which is probably the precision error limit for
the equation studied. In [I] it was shown that there is no discretization involving five points in a square
grid for the Laplace equation which attains a truncation error inferior to O(h4), thus a precision error
of order O(h2). One should expect similar type of error limit for the Helmholtz equation.

Many variations on the finite difference method for approximations of partial differential
equations exist, but as a rule of tumb, the precision can only be improved by introducing more
complex difference scheme. For example in [2] a high order finite difference method is presented and a
family of fourth order discretization of Helmholtz equation is derived using nine-points formulas. In [14]

the method Single Cell High Order Scheme (SCHOS) is proposed and used for approximations to the

Helmholtz equation. However, when a five-points formula is used, the expression obtained by the

SCHOS method coincides with that of the classical finite difference method. The method proposed here

keeep the five—points formula, and improve on the precision error limitant of the solution, when

compared with the the classical solution. Another very precise method is the Discrete Weighted Mean

Aproximation (DWMA) presented in [7], and applyied to the solution of a particular problem involving

the convection—diffusion equation: — eAu + 811/61: = 0. The method has a precision of order O(h2) and

it has shown good results in square grids, but it only applies to the mentioned problem. By using the

Helmholtz equation formulation, we can handle the convection-diffusion problem by a simple variable

transformation, see test problem 3 in section 5.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the preliminary definitions are given and the

main result is presented in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. An analytical comparison with the CDS is

developed and the advantage of the MVS method is inferred from a favorable comparison between the

precision error upper bound for both methods. In section 3 the arguments in preparation for the proofs

are devised: the covering of the given domain with a set of two dimensional balls, and the error

evaluation for the numerical approximation for the integral arising from the mean value theorem for

the Helmholtz equation. In Section 4 the proof of the main results are developed from the previous

results and from the construction of the matrices involved. Section 5 presents numerical examples and

comparisons that underline the improvement in the accuracy obtained by the MVS method. Analytical

solutions are employed for the comparisons between the MVS and the ODS, and the maximum relative

and absolute errors are exhibited. Numerical estimates for the order of the discretization errors are also

presented.

2. Problem Formulation and Main Results

Let Q be an open and limited subset of the Euclidean R2 space, with boundary given by 69.

“Let 5 = QUBQ, denotes the closure of Q, and (13,11) a'point in 5. Let rut—l HR be a real function

defined on (I. We denote by C0(Q) (or C0(8Q)) the class ‘of bounded and continuous functions on Q (or

60) and by Ck(Q) the class of functions that are continuos and possesses continuous partial derivatives

in Q of order lc. Let us consider a function u(x,y) E C4(Q)flC0(f—2) satisfying the following standard

2



Dirichlet problem:

A , — A2 = 0 , E Q
Problem (2) :

u(:c y) u (z y)

“($3y) = Wuhy) (mill) E 69

We assume that the basic condition for the existence of an unique solution is satified, e.g., [8] In order

to solve the problem numerically for a general domain Q, it is necessary to introduce a discrete grid on
5 and evaluate u in approximate for at each point (node). We adopt the uniform rectangular grid or

the square grid, according to the following definition.

Definition 1. Let Sh denote an uniform rectangular, or square grid with step h covering, the

rectangular region 6 such that for some N and M

Sh :: {(:c,-,yj) | m,- = xo+ih, yj : y0+jh; i = 0,1,2,--~,N e j = 0,1,2,---,M}

A node in this grid is denoted by zij=(:ri,yj), and we can associate to any function qfiszHlR a
’

discrete function ¢:Shi->IR called grid function such that ail-J- = ¢(zi,j)' A node zi,j of Sh is internal

if the distance from 2,” to 69 is larger than h. The total number of interior points is denoted by

MONO, with NozN—l and Mon—l.
For i) 6 RN and A 6 [RN x N, "i and “i, j denote a generic element of u and A, respectively, and

we adopt the usual Euclidian norm for u and the correspondent induced norm for A [9]. For a function

u E Ck(Q), let Dk the upper bound for lc—th order differentials of u, namely

[i

Dk’: max sup w31. -JyJ
=(x,y)efl}=0515k} (1)

Also, we denote by IO(/\h) the modified Bessel function of zero order, represented by the series:

00 2k
10(Ah) = Z 911)—

lc = 0 22160002

Theorem 1. Let u(:c,y) €C4(Q), be the solution for the boundary value problem 2, and let Sh be the

square grid, given in Definition 1, and u:Shi——+R be the correspondent grid function . Let UHlR be a

grid function that satisfies the following difference equation for i = 0,1,2,---,N0, j: 0,1,2,—~-,M0:

U~ -——i—-(U. .+U. ..|_U.. +U~~ ) (2)
"-7_4lo(/\h) "41-7 ‘+1;J ',.1+1 1,3—1

It follows for p = 2 or p z 00 that

4

u u— U n ,, s an,» [$52 + Gun] (3)

3



where:

\/1l7I—N—/(IO(/\h)+ Zsen 2(7r_2h_)__ l) for p = 2

1/ (lo(/\h) — l) for p z oo
a(h,/\) =

Corollary 1. Let u(z:, y) E Ck(.Q) be the solution for the boundary value problem 2, and Sh be the square
grid, according to definition I, and u be the correspondent grid function. If U is a grid function

satisfying (2), then

IIU—Ulloo=0(h2) (4)

Remark 1. The difference equation in Theorem 1 can be compared to the standard difference equation
obtained for the Helmholtz equation when the grid Sh is adopted, tag [3], [13]. Using the Taylor series,

equation (2) has a standard similar counterpart given by:

_ 1
Um _—4T0(Ah) (Ui—1,j+Ui+1,j+Ui,j+1+Ui,j—1) (5)

2

where: T0(/\h) : 14.972).

The truncation error for (5) is obtained by direct developement of the Taylor series for u(:c,y)

in a point in Sh, and by substituing the basic relation Au: A2u into the sum of the four series

involving the four neghboring points. Denoting by ‘r{u‘-, j} the truncation error, we obtain:

Tiuid‘}=ui—1,j+“i+1,j+ui,j+1+“i,j—1_4T0(’\h)“£,j

and the analysis in [13] yields the following bound, which is justified for a function u G C4(Q):

4 64a ~ 84a 41,41)4
Thaj}=2%l a;fi+-3724)+OUP)<T+00?) (m

J J

The precision error can now be evaluated using an upper bound suggested by [12]:

—1nm—Uu25uA |uuflon2 mm
1<k<M0N0

=———~—11’v"m—|ll‘f{u} llz (7)

where A is the resulting matrix of the linear set of equations yielded by the application of (5) at each

node of Sh and Ak, lc: I,2,...,M0N0 denote the eigenvalues of A. Now, we bring to bear the

following evaluation for the dominant eigenvalue of A, [6]:



15 7331ij
| Akl = 4(T0(,\h)— 1) +83en2(%7£)

Therefore the precision error for the Taylor scheme possesses the following bound:

MONO [ h4D4
u—U < 0116] 8H “2—

T0(/\h)+286n2<7r7h)—1
4! + ( )

‘

()

Remark 2. The basic difference between expressions (2) and (5) is the modified Bessel function in the

denominator of (2), and the polynomial T0(/\h) in the denominator of (5). Distinct evaluation for the

precision error are obtained as seen in (3) and (8), with an advantage for the method presented in

Theorem 1. This can be verified first, by noticing that the denominator of (3) presents the infinite
series IO(Ah) in the places of the polinomial T0(/\h) arising in the standard finite difference method. In

addition, T0(/\h) corresponds to the first two terms of the series representation of IO(Ah) which clearly

shows the consistency of the two schemes, and demonstrates that the Taylor series development

represents an approximation for the method proposed here. The ratio between the two coeficients

appearing in (3) and (8) yields the following expression:

h

_
IO(/\h)+ 2sen2(%—)—l

_ 1
°° (Ah)2k _R- 2h -‘+ m Tic—fi—W

TO(Ah) + 2sen (70—1 T0(/\h) + 2sen (T)_1 k = 2 2 (k)

In Fig. 1 it is shown a plot for the second term on the right—hand side of the expression for the

ratio r, picturing the improvement provided by the proposed method for different values of paramenter

/\ and grid size h.

1.6

-
N (”02k 2 h _Fig. 1 A plot for 1+ [622W (T0(,\h) +25en (%,—)- 1), N — 500



The justification behind Theorem 1 relies on the solution of the Dirichlet problem defined

locally on intertwined balls covering the domain, see Fig. 2. This procedure conducts to the solution of

problem (2) as assured by the Alternating Method of Schwarz, e.g. [4, chap. VII], [15] applied to set of

balls. The Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation defined in the interior of one ball possesses an

analytical form, see Lemma 1. A numerical approximation to the line integral on the circle is proposed
and the numerical error is evaluated. These steps are developed in section 3. With‘these elements, the

adequate scenario for the proof of Theorem 1 is settled, and section 4 is devoted to the proof of the

main result.

3. Covering 9 With Balls and Numerical Evaluation in 3 Ball

Definition 2. Let [Elli = Bh(zi), i=1,2,-~,n, be open balls with radius h centered at points

Zi = (11,11) G9, such that zi- ES,I and Ei CD Vi=1,2,---,n. Moreover, for any index i and j with

i 7’: j:

Bifllflj 3:5 ll=>zi E as]. e zjealBi

Definition 2 provides a partial covering for D denoted by W such that W = U Bi’ as shown in

Fig. 2. We suppose that function \Il defined on 89 for problem 2 can be adequately 2extended to 6W,

the boundary for W, as it is usually done when a regular grid is introduced in a given domain. This

extension can be made arbitraly precise if one is prepared to decrease the step h of Sh ( the radius h of

Bh( - )). With these considerations, we can replace the original problem 2 by a similar boundary value

problem involving the domain W:

Am, —/\2u=0 20,31 EW
Problem (SW) :

( y) ( )

u(z,y) = May) (MI) E (W

' “swarms
“v‘w’” r v‘” r 7° 7 v v1“

NEKQ‘Q’MQI’KOAA‘?fifw vv‘qr firfir" v1meandermflp
L QQMQYAYAQ'QL

A'A

V 57
l V? Q71
V

Q.
s
‘74

Fig 2. The regular covering W for Q



For a moment we depart from the original problem, and take advantage from the simple

geometry of the Diritchlet problem defined inside a ball. We first quote a result that estabilishes

analytical solution for the Dirichtlet problem for the Helmhotz equation in the interior of a ball, and

later in this section we announce and prove a result on the numerical evaluation for the Helmholtz

equation in a ball.

Lemma 1. [10], Let B = Bh(z) be a ball with finite radius h, centered in a point met), and let on be the

correspondent circle or the boundary for B. Let ‘Il(:c,y) be such that on the circle 6B 0-—>‘Ilk(h,0) 6 L5”

for some 13 p < 00, the class of Qn-periodic functions with the norm

l+ N P
p

25 |f(9)| da (9)
— ir

Consider the following boundary value problem:

Au(r,y) - Azu = 0 (16,31) 6 (10)

Way) = Way) (1331) E a“ (11)

The solution for (10)-(11) is given by:

10100”) 71“(T,9)210(/\h)+1211—_n(/\h) (ancosngo + businnw) 0 S r < h (12)

onde {an}, n = 0,1,2,-~-, {bu}, n r: 1,2,---, denote the Fourier coefficients of the function ‘II.

For our purposes, the interest is in the evaluation of u at the center point 2, thus r = O in the

expression (12). Since ln(0) = 0 V n 9b 0, and IO(0) z 1, it follows from the Lemma that We can express:

27r

ui’j:—_(_—-01/\h)27rll' woman (13)
0

where the result in Lemma 1 was applied to a ball IB(z), with center in a point z = (abyj) belonging to

the grid Sh- Thus , the grid function u,”- can be evaluated at point 2, provided that the solution for

(E) on the circle BB is known} Recognizing that we can only known function u(ac,y) in some (four)

points on the circle 6B, we ought to use these point values for solving the integral in (13) numerically.

It is possible to make an evaluation for the integral in (13) using the trapezoidal method for points

regularly spaced as obtained with 5h' It attains great precision thanks to the fact that 9——»u(h,9) is a

7



periodical function [5]. The Expression in (13) can be seen as a extension of the mean value theorem for

Helmholtz equation, (3.9. [4, chap. VII].

Theorem 2. Let u be a function of class C4 in a neyhbourhood of the circle 3Bh(z). The following
evaluation holds.

27r 4 141)
51” (h0)d0— f 1°anu(h,’“—")<<’4, 4+0015) (14)

0 _

Proof: For the evaluation in (14), we pick up a point z = (xi, 3/1") E Q, that may or may not belong to

Sh, this is not essential. Let us denote by (”iivyjill := (xii: h,yji h) four neghbouring point at a

distance h from the point (xvi/j). We also denote by 112 and u,- i 1,1 i] the value of function u at point

z and at the four neghboring points, respectively, and we use the same notation for the derivatives.

Expanding u(:1:,y) by using the first four derivatives, it follows that:

3111211231311332 44113

ti1j_u ihT-l'glh 31;fig!" are. 334
)

311 321i 3311 34u

ui’jilz ulib/6“; +§1—!hyza
2zi3l!h38y32+;fih4ay42

)

adding the expressions above and denoting by Eub the sum of the values of u in the four neghboring

points, we have that:

434 34
Sub“— 4” +112Au + (2114611322 aylff)+0(h‘z’) (15)

Using the ralation Au = A211 in the above expression:

341134112Zu,=4(1+ff—h, +27“;4+3y4)+0(h5) (16)

Now, we delve on the numerical solution of (13). Employing the trapezoidal method for solving

the integral, one can write:

27r
4

51A u(h,0)d0 =i Z u(h,-k—7') + Ma} (17)

0 =

where T,{u} stands for the approximation error incurred by the trapezoidal method. We should recall

also that:

4

Zub : Z Wit/£22) (18)



holds, by the adoption of a proper reference for paramenter 0. Hence, substituing (18) in (17), we can
write the identity in (13) with W = u as:

“new; Zub+4rt1u1 (19)

employing the value for Sub in (16) e substituing in (19), we have that

2 2 4

474W}=410ml)";—4(1+.h_'\_)uz_2h4(%_:z(2114 4. )+ 0015) (20)

representing IO(Ah) by the first three terms in the series and using the fact that A211 : A411, we have

that:
h4A4u____,_ h4 a4u am 5r,{u}_ 7—246!) —27,(a—:—4 +—ay—;)+0(h) (21)

expanding A214, we also can write:

_ L_L4_ 64”: 84“:
_

[14 6411, 5Ttlu} “ (24(2!)2 2'4!)(6114 +
61/4

)+2 24(2!)2. 61126312
+O(h ) ' (22)

using the notation in (1) we finally have:

h4Dmun < 4. +0015) (23)

and the result is therefore proven. CI

4. Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary

Let us consider the problem 2 or, alternatively, EW with no loss, as mentioned in the begining

of section 4. For the proof we pick up points z = (xvyj) E 9, that belong to Sh and are interior points

with respect to 3W, and a ball Bh(z). We denote by (Iii vyji 1) := (If :l: h,yj :l: h) the four points on

the circle Bllllh(z) that are also points of S h at a distance h from the point (13,311-). We also denote by

u and “i :l:l j 1:1 the value of function u at point z and at the four neghboring points, respectively,1 j
and we use the same notation for the derivatives. Using polar coordinates, we can also write that:

uiilfl'il = (Kin-lg!) com k- :: 1,2,3,4 (24)

with an appropriate reference for the angular variable. Using (13) and the trapezoidal rule for the

numerical evaluation for the integral, we can write

21r
n

10010141, 1:51; J u(h,9)d0=211- 2214017”) +r,{u} (25)
0 =



where, as in (17), ‘rt{u} stands for the approximation error incurred by the trapezoidal rule, which is

evaluated by theorem 2. Thus,

" 4h4D4
410(Ah)u,~,,-— Z awe} s |4r,{u}| s 4, +0015) (26)

k=l '

Let us denote by Ui,j the value of the grid function U at point‘ ze Sh, obtained by the

proposed method, that is the aproximation for the value um- of the grid function u at point z. It is

such that Ui,j:"i,j at each point of the boundary BW and at interior points Uiu' satisfies the

equation in theorem 1, namely:

4IO(’\h)Ui,j = Ui—1,j+Ui+1,j+Ui,j—1+Ui,j+1 (27),

By applying (24) in (25) we can wrute an analogous difference equation for “i,j as follows:

4IO(/\h)u"j = ul- __ 1,j + ui + 1,1 + ui’j_ 1 + "i,j+1+4rt{“} (28)

Now, we denote by u e U the correspondent vectors with appropriate dimension containing each value

“£,j and U,” respectively, at each point of Sh, provided that it is also an interior point of W. Suppose

that one can find NO-M0 interior points in Sh, or equivalently, the same number of balls centered in

the interior points of W in Sh- We write for a proper ordering for the points:

— no- ' on- ' n-g' nc. Tu — l“1,1a quOm “1,2, qu0,2’ 7u1,M0’ v“N0,MOl

.— ‘ bll ' n-u' use TU—lU1,1""’UN0,1’U1,2’ ’UN0,2’ 9U1,M0’ vUN0,M0l

Also, let us define the error vector as:

— no. ' n-- '-o.' cc. TTAM—[71m ’TN0,1’7'1,2’ vTN0,2’ ’7'1,M0’ ’TNO,M0]

From (27) and (28) we can form the following linear system of equations:

Au = b + 4Tt{u} (29)

AU : b (30)

where b is a vector formed by the elements “i,j associated to points at the boundary 6W whenever it is

involved in the right—hand side of (2), or zero, when no points at the boundary is involved. The matrix
A will have the following structure, after a proper definition and ordering:

10



_| 02 -| 0

A: '
-. : (31)

0 -| CM0_1 _| _

0 0 _| GM

where I is the identity matrix with dimension NoxN0 and C'j is a matrix with the same dimension,

defined by:

410(,\h) _1 0 0

_1 410(,\h) _1 0

c]: g ; forj:1,2,---,M0
0 _1 410m) _1
0 0 _1 410m)

Now, notice that A is an invertible matrix, thus, subtracting (30) from (29), one can write:

u—U =4A'lrt{u}

Using the Euclidian norm, for u -— U, we write:

llU—Ullzfi‘lllA—l “2 I|T¢{u} "2

using the definition H A " 1 "2 : 1/min{ Ail» we write:

_ ____4___Mn vuz 5 min , Ah, 1mm ”2 (32)
rgkgMONO

where A‘- i :: 1,2,-~,M0N0, denote the eigenvalues of matrix A.

Proof of Theorem I. The proof for p = 2 is imediate from (32) and from result in [6] which applied

here yields:
1

. _ __
2 M

1 glenénMN
| Akl _ 4(Io(/\h) 1)+83en (2)

employing the relation between the norm 2 and the sup—norm, the proof para p = 2 is completed.

11



The proof for p z oo follows from the relation:

HAW—U) I|m=4lln{u}||0°
we have that:

||A(u—U)||°°=sup.-=1,.. -,0)—N{|410(Ah(u Zita-”(U— U)jl}

where a={a,-,j} and for iqéj, ai’jzfl or “i,j=‘1 and .§.ai,12_4' Suppose that
J 1

H u — U ILO = (u — U),~0 for some io; we write

N Am — U) u w z moo/ow — Ute — g (u - um
j a

z<uaMo—4xu—Ut0

Now suppose that II 14 — U [Ln = — (u —— U )‘-0 for some io; in this situation

ll A(u—U) ll 00 Z l4Io('\h)(“-We; Eat-2 ,ai,j(““U)jl
] a

— (410(,\h)-4 )(u— ULO

therefore:

im—Unwsfixfifijflhdwnw we

the proof for p = 00 is completed.
l

[J

Proof of Corollary 1. The proof is immediate from Theorem 1, since:

hum—1:0mfi

thus, in view of (23) and (33) it follows that:

H u — U H ——H mu} H
00

——0(h2) D



5. Numerical Results

In this section we develop three test problems for the purpose of evaluations and comparison of
the MVS with other methods. The two first problems are variations of the problems considered in [14]

and [2], involving directly the Helmholtz equation. The third example involves the convection-diffusion

problem of form Au+a~Vu = 0, which is transformed into the standard Helmholtz, the comparison

however, is presented in terms of the original function 11.

Test Problem 1. Consider the boundary value problem with a known analytical solution:

Au(m,y)-A2u(:c,y)=0 , 0 513,31 S1

_ cosh(/\:r) + sinh(,\y) (34)
“($7 31) —W

The numerical approximations for the problem in (34) were determined by the ODS and the MVS

method and the maximum absolute error was determined using the exact solution, with a consistent

advantage for the MVS. For the sake of comparision, we vary the parameter A and the discretization

step It. These results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Test problem 1.

Maximum absolute error and estimated error order.

1 11-1 CD8 Order MVS Order

5 8 0.8983(-2) 0.2236(-2)
16 0.2327(-2) 1.95 O.5813(-3) 1.95
32 0.5872(-3) 1.99 0.1469(-3) 1.98

10 8 0.3229(-1) 0.7981(-2)
16 0.9081(—2) 1.83 0.2259(-2) 1.82
32 0.2349(-2) 1.95 0.5869(-3) 1.94

20 8 0.7360(—1) 0.1523(-1)
10 0.3229(-1) 1.19 0.7908(-2) 0.94
32 0.9081(~2) 1.83 0.2259(-2) 1.80

*
0.8983(»2) = 0.8983 x 10‘2

The rate of convergence for the two methods can be estimated by the expression In(eh/eh/2)/ln(2), for

h = 1/8 and I / 16. The Table 1 shows that the rate of the convergence are pratically identical, but the

maximum absolute errors for the MVS are about four times smaller than that encoutered by the CDS.

Table 2 shows these error in percentages.
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Table 2. Test Problem 1

Maximum relative error (in %).

1:5 A=10 A=20

h"‘ cos MVS cos MVS cns .MVS

8 3.84 0.95 42.01 13.13 4 74.33
16 0.98 0.24 9.96 2.40 * 21.53
32 0.25 0.06 2.47 0.61 24.13 5.54
* 2 error larger than 100%

The exact solution and the solution obtained by the MVS are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b),

respectively, when A := 10 and h = 1/32. The percentual errors are presented in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) for

the CD8 and the MVS, respectively.

Test Problem 2. Consider the boundary value problem with a known exact solution:

Au(x,y)—/\2u(z,y) = 0 , 0 5 33,1; 51

u(:c, y) : %[ea(z
— l)sin(by) + 13°“ _ 1lsin(by)] (35)

/\2=ar"—b2 ,a>b

The solution of problem in (35) was approximated by the ODS and the MVS for different values of

parameter /\ and discretiztion step h. The maximum absolute error and the maximum percentual error

for the two methods were determined using the exact solution; the results obtained are shown in Tables

3 and 4.

Table 3. Test problem 2.

Maximum absolute error and estimated error order.

h _ 1 CDS Order MVS Order

a : 5, b = 2 8 0.4662(-2) 0.2248(-2)
16 0.1205(-2) 1.95 0.5828(-3) 1.95

A2 = 21 32 0.3039(-3) 1.98 0.1471(-3) 1.99

a = 10, b = 5 8 0.1564(-l) 0.9298(-2)
16 0.4396(-2) 1.83 0.2642(-2) 1.82

A2 = 75 32 0.1138(-2) 1.95 0.6855(-3) 1.95

a = 20, b = 10 8 — —-

16 0.1147(-1) — 0.6737(~2) —

A2 = 300 32 0.3142(—2) 1.87 0.1883(~2) 1.84
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Table 4. Test Problem 2
Maximum relative error (em %).

A2=21 A2=75 A2=3oo

h'l cns MVS CDS MVS cns MVS

8 5.17 2.47 97.71 52.38 * *
16 1.31 0.63 24.08 14.08 * *
32 0.33 0.16 5.99 3.58 45.59 25.87

4. = error larger than 100%

The exact solution and the solution obtained by the MVS are shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b),

respectively, with a = 10, b: 5 and h = 1/32.

Test Problem 3. Consider the boundary value problem with a dominat convection term

_ QE {82 3_u_ .€(6z2+6y2)+ax—0’ 0517) ysl’
u(:r,0) : 0, u(:v, 1) = 0, 0 5 a: S 1; (36)

u(0, y) = simry, u(1,y) = 2sin7ry, 0 5 y _<_ 1.

The problem (36) was specially considered by Gartland in [7], using the Discrete Weighted Mean

Approximation (DWMA). Using the variable transformation 11) = ue'Arc with /\ = 2-15 problem (36) is

posed in the canonical form 23, A211) — A211) = 0. The exact solution of (36) is given by

em[2e" Asinhaz: +sinha(1— zc)]sin 7ry 2_2 2
smho ' U "” +A'u(:r:,y) =

When 6 << 1 this problem is considered as a singularly pertubed problem (see [16]), and requires special

approximation methods as boundary-layer improvement, e.g. see [11]. With the MVS method we could

consider values for 6 larger than 0.025. The numerical approximations for the problem in (36) were

determined by the ODS and the MVS method and the maximum absolute error and maximum

percentual error were determined using the exact solution, with again, a consistent advantage for the

MVS. These results are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5. Test problem 3.
Maximum absolute error and estimated error order.

A 9—1 CDS 0mm MVS oma
5 8 0.542901) 9.342801)

16 9.1371(-1) 1.98 9.8779(-2) 1.96
32 9.3437(_2) 1.99 9 2298(-2) 1.99

19 8 0.4538 9.1453
19 9.1959 2.11 9.3849(-1) 1.92
32 9.2595(-1) 2.92 0.9841(-2) 1.97

29 8 -— 9.9920
16 — -— , 0.2666 1.85
32 0.2995 - 9.6852(-1) 1.99

Table 5 shows that when A = 20 (a 20.025) the CDS method presents large errors and the

approximation is poor, whereas the MVS mantains a reasonable quality in the approximations yielded.

Notice that the absolute error found with the MVS are 1.5 to 4 times smaller than that obtained by the

CDS method. The percentual errors are shown in table 6.

Table 6. Test Problem 3
Maximum relative error (em %).

A=5 Azw A:%
9-1 CDS MVS CDS MVS CDS MVS

8 8.87 5.60 60.39 19.69 * *
16 2.27 1.46 14.87 5.45 4 32.72
32 9.57 0.37 3.65 1.38 32.19 8.39

xoe 2 error larger than 100%

The exact solution and the solution obtained by the MVS are shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b),

respectively, with /\ = 10 and h = 1/32. The percentual errors are presented in Fig. 5(c) and 5(d) for

the CD5 and the MVS, respectively.
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Figure 3. Numerical Solutions for test problem 1:

(a) - Exact Solution; (b) - MVS Solution;

(c) - Percentual Error yielded by the MVS; (d) - Percentual Error yielded by the FDS.
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(a) — Exact Solution;
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Figure 5. Numerical Solutions for test problem 3:

(a) - Exact Solution; (b) - MVS Solution;
(c) - Percentual Error yielded by the MVS; (d) - Percentual Error yielded by the FDS.
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